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Abstract

Macroeconometric models are often criticised for being too complex and difficult to read in theoretical terms. To overcome these difficulties, Hickman suggested the calculation of a model's implicit aggregate demand/supply (AD/AS) structure. The method helps to understand models and their main properties in theoretical terms and facilitates detailed model comparisons. This paper uses the AD/AS–IS/LM apparatus to analyse the simulation properties of the RWI (Rheinisch-Westfälisches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung) Business Cycle Model, a medium-sized short-term macroeconometric model for Germany. The results confirm theoretical expectations for AD and AS elasticities and reveal particular reactions linked to peculiar model specifications such as an endogenous government sector. The results are also much in line with a previous study in a multi-country model context.
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1. Introduction

Over the last 40 years, macroeconometric models have made an impact as major instruments of economic analysis and, most important, of policy analysis, as the management of the world recession 2008/09 has demonstrated. The acceptance of model results, however, suffers from the fact that modern models often have to be large and detailed to meet the needs of model builders as well as users. To outsiders these models appear as overly complex—"black boxes." In response to this concern, a number of methods have been used to improve model understanding such as flow charts of the main model relationships, logical analysis of model structure, and above all, multiplier analysis. As helpful as all of these methods are, some users still miss a link to standard macroeconomic theory and terms as expressed by aggregate demand and supply functions.

Some 25 years ago, Bert Hickman took up this criticism and suggested estimating the aggregate demand (AD) and supply curves (AS) implied by the models (Hickman 1987). The curves would not only shed light on a model's structure and simulation properties but also facilitate its evaluation in well-known terms. The majority of macroeconometric models can be reduced to an implicit IS/LM–AD/AS core model, whose theoretical implications represent a reference system against which the central features of a model can be analysed. Generally, these implicit curves can be determined in two ways: First, directly by deducing their reduced forms from the corresponding model equations, in essence, their analytic representations (Visco 1991). Given the scope and the non-linearity of most macroeconometric models, this is a rather difficult approach. A simpler alternative is the simulation method, which in an indirect way provides quantitative and qualitative information regarding model elasticities. The results can be readily compared with those of other models. Despite these advantages and the fact that the approach can be employed for a wide range of quantitative models, this approach has rarely been employed.1

This paper uses Hickman's approach to reveal the implicit AD and AS functions of a quarterly macroeconometric model for Germany that is regularly used for short-term forecasting and policy analysis. The prime focus of the paper is to extract the model's AD and AS functions and to examine whether they meet theoretical expectations. In addition, with a set of diagnostic simulations, we explore the potential of the method to improve model understanding by identifying the role of important features of the model. In the context of
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1 See the references in Hickman (2004) and Whitley (1992).
In his 1987 paper, Hickman suggested to use the simulation results of various policy scenarios to estimate the elasticities of the implicit IS, LM, AD and AS curves of 14 macroeconometric models for the U.S. These model curves were used to assess both the quantitative as well as the qualitative properties of the models, specifically as they relate to the framework of macroeconomic theory. For a comparative analysis of the effects of unilateral policy shocks in 12 multi-country models, Hickman (1988) broadened the methodology so that it could be used for open-economy models. A further extension of this approach was made by Green et al. (1991) who estimated the IS, LM, AD and AS curves of three models for both the short-term and the long-term by full-model simulations as well as by diagnostic simulation techniques, that is by isolating the effects of various model parts. As a result of the extended simulation period, the AD elasticities increased and the AS elasticities decreased. It was also found that price changes play a central role in the shifts of the long-term model curves.

Whitley (1992) used Hickman’s (1988) framework to decompose the price–output relationships on the aggregate supply sides of five European multi-country models. The primary focus of Whitley’s paper was to conduct a comparative analysis of the main European economies’ (France, Germany, Italy, UK) reactions on several policy shocks and to determine why reactions differed. He found that the wage response is the dominant influence on the AS curve and that the Hickman decomposition helps to “highlight particular differences between the models which appear to be related to differences in their structure” (Whitley 1992, p. 435).

3. Estimating AD/AS curves of a macroeconometric model

Macroeconomic effects of exogenous disturbances are usually discussed within an IS/LM–AD/AS framework. The characteristic elements of these structures can also be found in the majority of macroeconometric models. On the demand side, they are found in the form of its disaggregated explanation and in a more or less aggregated explanation of monetary quantities and interest rates. On the supply side, they are found as a modified Phillips approach determining wages and as a mark-up approach explaining prices. As a consequence, a model’s reactions on standard economic policy impulses may be used to compute its implicit AD, AS, IS and LM curves. In this paper, we restrict the analysis to three particular policy impulses and their consequences.

3.1. Demand-side impulses

Fig. 1 illustrates the stylized reactions of a fiscal policy impulse in an IS/LM–AD/AS model core. Assuming log-linear relations, the slopes of the curves express their elasticities. Following an expansionary impulse (for example, increasing government spending), the IS and AD curves are shifted toward the right. If the LM curve remains unaffected, its slope can be calculated from a comparison of the old (A) and new (B) equilibrium values for real income and the nominal interest rate.

The price level increases along the AS curve, so that the LM curve shifts upwards (LM1), as the real money stock falls. Increasing prices also influence IS1, though the effects are uncertain. Employment may not immediately increase to the same extent as output (labour disbonding), thus labour productivity increases, and unit labour costs decrease. This restricts the pressure on prices, at least in the short-
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2 It may be added that as a kind of reduced model, their interactions are not necessarily easy to understand and for policy analysis, they have to make a host of simplifying assumptions.

3 The literature on formal and informal methods to present, compare and evaluate macroeconometric models is huge as a number of conference volumes demonstrate: Chow and Corsi (1982), Malgrange and Muet (1984), Hall et al. (2004), and, as an example for Germany, Heilemann and Wolters (1998).
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